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adam ondi ahman
A brief historical survey
leland H gentry

the

recent renewal of interest in adam ondi ahman as a
place of historical importance for latter day saints suggests
the need for a new look at the site indeed at least one writer
has called for an archaeological reconnaissance of the area
before it becomes too accessible to tourists and souvenir seek
ers 1 it is not the the purpose of this paper to defend the pros
and cons of such a plea rather this work is written to help
identify facts in relation to several important questions 1 1l
how when and by whom was the area of adam ondi ahman
laid out 2 how large was the town plat and what purposes
did the city serve by its settlement
3 what do we know
about there being a tower and one altar or two in the area

exploration

AND SURVEY ATTEMPTS

As early as september 1837 joseph smith and sidney rigdon were requested by a conference of the church at kirtland
to appoint other stakes or places of gathering for the saints
and this was one of the principal purposes behind their visit
11

dr gentry

has been an institute teacher serving several years at the logan
institute adjacent to utah state university he is now in the institute curriculum division of the church department of education
see
ee john H wittorf an history
cal investigation of the ruined altars
historical
historl cai
ondl ahm
at adam ondi
an missouri
ahman
newsletter and proceedings of the S E H
A M wells jakeman ed no 113 15 april 1969
pp
ap 1188 the foregoing newsletter is published at brigham young university several times
yearly by the society for early historic archaeology wittorf presents an
impressive array of evidence gleaned from the journals and writings of early
members of the church and concludes that the necessity for postulating two
adamic altars separated by a distance of about a mile as
is likely nonessential
1s
non essential
in this matter he differs from the conclusions reached by elder alvin R
dyer the Re finers fire salt lake city deseret book co 1968 ap
pp
171 175
171175
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to far west missouri in november of 1837 2 subsequent to
their arrival the church in missouri had appointed david
whitmer oliver cowdery john corrill lyman wight and
david W patten to explore possible sites for future settlement
in northern missouri 3 the ideal place to begin was in daviess
county 4 a sparsely settled area in which some few latter day
saints had already located 5
an official report of the exploring committee s efforts was
made to the saints in far west by oliver cowdery and david
W patten on 7 december 1837 they declared the area
ideal for settlement and suggested a more thorough reconnaissance in the near future in a personal letter to joseph smith
oliver cowdery reported that he in company with others had
spent twenty days exploring daviess county 1 I found a great
many of the finest mill sites in the western country he reported and made between forty and fifty locations 6 the
church in missouri accepted the committee s labors with gratitude and the subject was laid over until such time as a more
complete survey could be made 7 in the meantime however at
joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city deseret book co 1957 2514 commonly referred
to as the documentary history of the church and hereinafter cited as HC
elders journal 127 november 1837
daviess county was formed in december of 1836 at the same time that
caldwell county came into existence shortly after the settlement of the
saints in both counties far west became the chief city of caldwell and
adam ondi ahman the same in daviess see leland H gentry A history
of the latter day saints in northern missouri from 1836 to 1839
phd
dissertation brigham young university 1965 ap
60 65
pp 6065
lyman wight and a few other members of the church moved into the
grand river area in the spring of 1837 shortly thereafter they were given
public notice by the non mormon residents to leave the county or face the
consequences these and similar threats were ignored but there can be no
doubt that the tendency of the saints to fan out into ever expanding circles
of country was a source of great vexation to their gentile neighbors see
HC 2496 times and seasons 165 march 1840
and gentry A history
of the latter day saints pp
ap 224
225
224225
this quotation is found in a letter which oliver wrote from far west
to his brother warren a resident of kirtland ohio on 21 january 1838
part of the letter was intended for joseph smith 01
oliver
lver who at this time
iver
was temporarily disaffected from the church wrote several letters between late
december 1837 and april 1838 at least four of these are preserved in a
special collection in the huntington library san marino california the
special collections section of the brigham young university library has microfilm copies of all the letters and they make most interesting reading since
they help to show the feelings of oliver during the period just preceding his
excommunication from the church
the conference minutes and record book of christs church of latter
day saints he
belonging to the high council of said church of their successors
longing
in office caldwell county missouri far wess
west april 6 r838
pp 8788
i838 ap
87 88
sometimes known as the far west record this source will hereafter be cited
R
as FWI
FWR
fui
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least two members of the committee oliver cowdery and david
bad a falling out with their missouri brethren
whitmer had
which eventually led to their excommunication from the
church further exploration attempts waited the arrival of the
prophet joseph smith in march of 1838 8
about a month following the prophet s arrival the matter
received renewed attention on 26 april 1858
1838 a revelation
was received stating that other places should be appointed for
stakes in the regions round about caldwell county 9 less
than a month later an exploratory committee joseph smith
at its head journeyed to daviess county to lay out a new stake
of zion the prop
het gives the following description of this
prophet

effort

friday may 18 1I left far west in company with sidney rigdon thomas B marsh david W patten bishop
partridge elias higbee simeon carter alanson ripley and
many others for the purpose of laying off a stake of zion
making locations and laying claim to lands to facilitate the
gathering of the saints for the benefit of the poor in upholding the church of god we traveled to the mouth of
honey creek which is a tributary of grand river where
we camped for the night
saturday 19 this morning we struck our tents and
formed a line of march crossing grand river at the mouth
of honey creek and belsons
Nel
we pursued our
sons ferry
nelsons
course up the niver
river mostly through timber for about eight
teen miles when we arrived at colonel lyman wights
10
home

the

actual work of exploration and survey appears to
have occupied some time joseph smith reports that he
be was
personally involved in the same between 18 and 24 of may
while others of the party were active until 28 may under
date of 4 june however he reports 1 I left far west with
president rigdon my brother hyrum and others for adam
ondi ahman and stayed at brother moses dailey ssover
over night
and on the morning of the 5th
ath went to colonel lyman
wight s in the rain we continued surveying building houses
day after day for many days until the surveyor had completed
the city plat
the next journal entry is 11 june and we
HC 38

millennial star 16147148
16147 148
OHC 33435
HC
334 35
ibid p 38 the company s chief surveyor was alanson ripley a faithful member of the church abraham 0 smoot was flagman when ripley
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are left to conclude that the prophet and his party were also
busy at the same work during the week of june 4 to 11 lyman
wight gives us the following report

about june joseph smith together with many others of
the principal men of the church came to my house and
taking a view of the large bottom in the bend of the river
and the beautiful prairies on the bluffs came to the conclusion
slon that it would be a handsome situation for a town we
therefore commenced surveying and laying off town lots
and locating government lands for many miles north of this
place 12

wight s reference

locating government lands for many
miles north of this place deserves more than passing notice
it appears to have been the intent of the saints to spread
both north and south of the grand river and thus occupy large
segments of northern missouri on the afternoon of 19 may
die prophet accompanied by sidney rig1838 for example the
don and george W robinson went a half mile up the grand
river from wight s home for the purpose of selecting and
laying claim to a city plat near said ferry in daviess county
township 60 ranges 27 and 28 sections 25 36 31 and
13
30
the next day however the prophet s company
traveled about six miles north the following morning 21
may work was begun making locations for settlement in township 61 ranges 27 and 28 following which the company returned to robison s grove some two miles to the south
and set up camp 14 that evening the prophet called a council
of tlle
tile
the brethren for the purpose of deciding whether it was
wisdom to go immediately into the north country or tarry here
and hereabouts to secure land on grand river etc each one
present was permitted to express his feelings after which the
prophet said he felt impressed to tarry and secure all the
land nearby that is not secured between this and far west
especially on grand river
the council voted unanimously
to

surveyed the town plat oliver B huntington
agton when the farming area around
hunti ngton
the settlement was surveyed oliver B huntington adam s altar and tower
juvenile instructor 30701
the foregoing is taken from lyman wight s journal and is quoted in
rollin J britton early days on the grand river columbia missouri state
historical society 1920 pp
ap 6677
HC 335
this would still be some four miles to the north and if the party followed the course of the river to the west of adam ondi ahman
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in favor of the prophet s proposal 15 the next day sidney rigdon went east with a company of men to reconnoiter another area of the country for possible settlement they too
returned with a good report of that vicinity and with information of valuable locations which might be secured
of
the next day s activities the prophet joseph records wednesday 23 we all traveled east locating lands to secure a
claim on grove creek and near the city of adam ondi ah
man 16 three days later following the prophet s return to
far west the company surveyed land on the other side of the
river opposite adam ondi ahman 17

settlement

ATTEMPTS

the

foregoing information is important for at least two
reasons 1 1 it demonstrates that the explorations undertaken
by the saints in northern missouri far exceeded the areas
known today as tower hill and spring hill or adam
ondi ahman As a matter of fact the exploring parties appear
to have gone in all directions from adam ondi ahman perhaps using the latter as a hub from which to radiate through2 further the evidence suggests that
out the countryside
adam ondi ahman was not intended to be the narrow reed town which some may have supposed but rather a
stricted
strict
true city of zion as comprehended by the revelations of god 18
additional information clearly indicates that at least some
members of the exploration team had land allocated to them
as far away from adam ondi ahman as township 61 some
miles to the north 19 the entire matter takes on new per
HC 336
ibid p 37
evidence
dence sparse though it
ibid the evl
evi

clearly indicates that joseph
smith and many others were active in seeking settlement locations for a few
days in late may also had the sal
ants been permitted to locate in the grand
saints
nts
sai
river area for any length of time they would have undoubtedly settled on
both sides of the river As it was they settled only north and east of the
same
see ap
18see
pp 559563
559 563 below
see A record kept for the use of the church of lands surveyed
locations made and names to whom located giving the range township section and quarter also of the city
surveyor sic etc
cl ty platts their surveyer
ondl ammen geo W robinson gen clerk &
far west missouri and adam ondi
ond
recorder the foregoing record is
Is housed in the LIDS
LDS historian s office in
salt lake city no 71648 R it gives the names of several persons to whom
lands were allocated in township 61 as well as of those in township 60 where
adam ondi ahman was located at some time subsequent to 1838 the record
fell into the hands of henry G sherwood resident of the city of nauvoo
who preserved it for the church
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tive when one considers the following statement from
spective
spec
james H hunt a local resident of daviess county during the
time of its mormon occupation
early in 1837 daviess county began to have an influx of
mormon immigrants

their settlements were mainly south of
grand river they had one settlement on lick fork near
the weldon settlement here a mormon by the name of
bosley and a widow by the name of ives besides others
whose names are not remembered settled
further up
the river and in what is now monroe township the mor
mons formed another settlement this was on narrowbone
marrowbone
Narrow bone
and honey creeks
here perry durfey roswell stevens
dalays and john D lee settled and others
henry belt the daleys
also came whose names are not remembered
it would be well to state here that at this time all the
lands in daviess county excepting colfax township were
subject to preemption not having as yet been brought into
market colfax township had been surveyed at the same
time ray and caldwell counties were and was therefore in
mormons was made
market here another settlement of cormons
composed principally of a better class who were able to purchase their lands and improve them 20

thus while most of the lands in daviess county were unimproved preemption
pre emption lands available from the federal government at 1.25
125 per acre at least some locations were obtained
from private owners 21
james H hunt history of daviess county and the mormon war st
louis ostick and davies 1844 p 162
this is the identical procedure used to procure lands for the saints in
caldwell county see gentry A history of the latter day saints pp
ap 5758 75
far and away the greater portion of the land obtained was by preemption purchase presumably at the united states land office in lexington
missouri ibid p 48 in the two years that the saints occupied northern
missouri they opened two thousand farms and
paid to the united states
government for land alone three hundred and eighteen thousand dollars
at a minimum price mentioned above this gave them over two hundred and
fifty thousand acres
lucien carr missouri bone of contention boston
houghton mifflin and co 1888 p 181 still another source says all
the mormon settlements outside of this county ie caldwell were made
with the prior consent of the inhabitants then living where the settlements
were made the consent was obtained in nearly every instance by the payment
of money either for the lands of the pioneer gentiles or for some articles of
personal property they owned money was scarce at that day and although the
pioneers did not approve mormon doctrines they did approve mormon gold
and silver and they were willing to tolerate the one if they could obtain the
other but afterwards certain of the gentiles claimed that the mormon occupation had been by stealth and fraud and perhaps in some instances this was
history of caldwell and livingston counties missouri st louis
true
national historical co 1886 p 118 B H roberts says of the last comment
it is not true and there is no evidence that warrants the perhaps
of the quotation
A comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city deseret news press 1930 1420
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not

all the saints who eventually settled in daviess county located at adam ondi ahman but most certainly did so in
june 1838 when large companies of migrating saints began
to arrive in far west they were counseled to move on to
adam ondi ahman one such group was led by john smith
the prophet s uncle 22 the following information is gleaned
from john smith s private journal
june 16 1838
even

arrived at the city so long sought for

farr west

sic
1838

we think of going to grand river
june 18
davies sic county spent our time preparing to go
june 25 1838 got help moved all our goods to grand
camped on the prairie with br hillman and
river
thayer
june 26 1838 crossed the river got on the land of
adamondiahman sic about ten oclock pitched our tent
on the bank of the river in the woodland here we are thank
the lord but we have no money neither house nor but little
provisions but the lord will provide 23

the

city continued to grow at a steady rate

one month

after the arrival of john smith the prophet recorded in his
journal that he joseph smith left far west for adam ondi
ahman in company with president rigdon
to settle some
canadian brethren in that place as they are emigrating
24 on
rapidly to this land from all parts of the county 124
4
october 1838 more than five hundred saints arrived in far
west at once this company known as the kirtland camp
no I1 came from ohio having completed a journey of
more than nine hundred miles they soon learned however
that their tedious journey was not yet at an end for they
were counseled to settle at adam ondi ahman 255
As with far west so with adam ondi ahman attempts
were made to set up a city of zion 20 As set forth by revelation the chief city of zion comprehended an area extensive
enough to hold fifteen to twenty thousand people the city
22hc
HC 358
558
338
538
358

journal of john smith

utah unpaged
jhc
HC 338
2hc

church historian

s

office salt lake city

ibid pp
ap 147148
147 148 see also ibid pp
ap 87148
87 148 for an account of the
organization and journey of this group adam ondi ahman is some twentyies north of far west
five miles
ml les
20
see gentry A history of the latter day saints pp
ap 75
76
7576
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plat itself was to be one mile square with square blocks of
center place
forty rods to the square gridded out from a given centerplace
the city s lots ran north and south or east and west in alternating patterns each lot one half acre in extent in the center
of the city was the town square where the public buildings including the temple and the bishop s storehouse were to
stand on the outskirts of the city were the agricultural areas
set at equal distances from every man s dwelling place 2 7 the
economic foundation of zion was the law of consecration
of property and stewardship which had for its basic premise
the idea that the earth is the lord s and that man is merely
a steward thereon 28 the entire order of zion was intended
to make god s people free of earthly encumbrances and to
unite them in a social compact where each person was bound
by covenants of mutual friendship and mutual love to seek
the welfare of zion rather than his own personal aggrandizement 29
it appears that far west and adam ondi ahman did not
in the end follow precisely the plan laid down for the chief
city of zion 30 they were enough alike however that it is
apparent that they were patterned in many respects after the
latter the following statement by william swartzell a member of the survey team at adam ondi ahman is significant
here
here31
brother white Iiee lyman wight preached today
to day
on the consecration of property to the church of the latter
day saints sic he said that after the brethren had bought
lots to suit themselves with their own money in the city
of adam on diammond
diammon sic they should consecrate all their
money and property to the church so that the church can
purchase the lands and locations within 12 miles from the
centre of the stake in every direction 32

27

on of the plat
descriptl
for a description

as set forth by the

prophet joseph smith
as well as an accompanying drawing of the same see william E berrett and
alma P burton readings in LDS church history salt lake city deseret
book co 1953 1112113
1112 113
A more detailed analysis will be found in gentry
A history of the
ap 25
latter day saints pp
26
2526
ap 2327
ibid pp
23 27
the town plats of far west and adam ondi ahman were two miles
square rather than one see ibid pp
ap 9697
96 97
william swartzell mormonism exposed being a journal of a residence
in missouri pekin ohio by the author 1840
swartzell was a chronic
complainer he wrote his expose following the expulsion of the saints from
missouri and their subsequent unpopularity throughout the country
ibid pp
ap 23
24
2324
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the

foregoing indicates how expansive the plans of the brethren were where the city of adam ondi ahman was concerned
moreover it illustrates the intention of the church to purchase
extensive areas of land using consecrated monies as payment
further the reference to the city as a stake is also interesting shortly after the first large influx of saints into the area
the residents of daviess county were organized into a stake
of zion john smith was appointed to serve as president of
the newly formed church unit while reynolds cahoon and
lyman wight were appointed first and second counselors
respectively vinson knight pending the arrival of newel K
whitney from kirtland was chosen as bishop tempore
protempore
pro
while the new high council was composed of john lemon
daniel stanton mayhew hillman daniel carter isaac perry
harrison sagers alanson brown thomas gordon lorenzo
D barnes george A smith and ezra thayer 33
As formerly noted the layout of adam ondi ahman was
much like that of the chief city of zion swartzell gives us
the following picture

two

miles square in the center of the twelve mile circle was
laid out in lots of an acre each in the center of which was
the temple lot of four acres the lots nearest to the temple lot
were the property of the high priests and dignitaries of the
church these lots to a certain distance outside of the two
mile square were of different sizes from five to ten acres
each to be appropriated or disposed of to individuals with
a due regard to the size of the family the larger families
each to have a ten acre lot and the smaller families to have
five acres as a homestead 34

the

city then according to this description was to be the
center of the stake and in the center of the city undoubtedly
near the town square the temple of god was to stand evidence has been found which tends to support swartzell s report A map apparently based upon the survey of adam
ondi ahman in 1838 by alanson ripley clearly shows the city
occupying an area two miles square blocks with the city are
details of this conference will be found in the elders journal 161
see also HC 338 39 and swartzell mormonism exposed
august 1838

p 13

swartzell mormonism exposed p 24 an interesting dimension is added
to the picture when one studies a topographical map of the area the area
laid out for purchase in 1838 and known as spring hill is precisely four sections of land or two miles square in the exact center of this area is tower

hill
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marked off at right angles and each block is 36 rods in its
north and south dimensions and 32 rods east and west the
plat is clearly north and east of the grand river with the
town square better than a mile away from the river 35 swartzell s reference to the homesteads beyond the city s perimeter also finds support in another source joseph smith s land
for example was located in range 27 township 60 section
30 south west quarter and also in range 28 township 60
section 25 south east quarter this would place the prophet s holdings on both sides of the grand river and the
two pieces although situated in different ranges would be
adjacent sidney rigdon s land was located on the east in
range 27 township 60 section 30 south east quarter and
joined the prophet s land 36
the allocation of land was as always a ticklish matter particul
arly when the leaders of the church received their alloticularly
cations first As formerly noted swartzell reports that the lots
nearest to the temple lot were the
die
dle property of the high priests
and dignitaries of the church
he also noted chronic complainer that he was that the least among the brethren were
the least noticed and got the least land 37 benjamin F johnson a late arrival in the area allows that while all were
anxious including himself to securechoice
secure choice lots his unmarried
status placed his chance to select near the last under the rule
38
of oldest served first
harrison burgess who labored
nine days as a surveyor s helper wrote As a reward for rendering this assistance at this time brother joseph selected me
a very fine city lot 39
in addition to their personal lots in connection with the
law of consecration the church collectively owned or it
was intended that it should own large quantities of land beyond the 12 mile radius quoting swartzell again
see A map of adam ondi ahman mo
in the LDS historians
afo
office in salt lake city in the file folder marked
adam ondi ahman
it is credited to R campbell A ripley surveyor
it would appear that
adam ondi ahman included not only the ridge commonly known as spring
hill but also tower hill and the entire valley running south to the river
A record kept for the use of the church
zelf
zeif
zeli mormonism exposed pp
Swart
swartzell
10
ap 9910
his land was in range 27
township 60 section 19
benjamin F johnson my lifes review independence zion s press
1947
p 36 johnson however obtained the very lot on which the altar
which one

12
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upon the extremities of the twelve mile square there
were laid off lots of a thousand acres each one upon the
east west north and south these thousand acre lots were
designed as the general farming lands of the whole brotherhood who were all to be under the direction of the dignitaries or overseers of the congregations and from the proceeds of these thousand acre lots the laboring part or those
stuffs and their
breadstuffs
who tilled them were to receive their bread
seed grain while the residue of the crops was to go to supthis stake is so laid out that all in
port the church
going to and from their dwellings to the center lots to work
have precisely the same distance to travel 40

the

rapid growth in population made necessary the immediate construction of houses joseph mcgee recalled in later
years that adam ondi ahman had more than five hundred inhabitants at a time when gallatin the nearby
near by county seat had
but a few houses 41 george A smith son of john states that
he helped his father build a two story log house on a lot in
adam ondi ahman soon after the family s arrival he also
twenty five log houses in 25 days 42 swartzell
helped to raise twentyfive
is likewise expressive about the rapidity of the new building program for his journal entry of 19 july he wrote all things
are going on a sic briskly as ever the brethren are getting
lots and raising houses on them two or three every day 43
in time however the rapid influx of settlers exceeded the
abilities and energies of the builders jonathan H hale reath of october 1838 the camp the famous
ports on the 4th
kirtland camp arrived in davies sic county missouri on
grand river at a place which we called adam ondi ahman
the territory assigned to us there we lived in tents until
the last of november when we were driven to far west
caldwell
cai dwell county missouri 44
cal
swartzell mormonism exposed p 24
As quoted in britton
button early days on the grand riper
river
rifer p 8 the vastness of the area was impressive to the saints and the lord himself said of
Is there not room enough on the mountains of adam ondi ahman
the area
and on the plains of olaha
hah or the land where adam dwelt
shinehah
blaha Shine
doctrine and covenants 1178
george A smith journal of george A smith LDS church historian s office salt lake city utah unpaged
swartzell mormonism exposed p 19
heber Q hale bishop jonathan H hale of nauvoo his life and
ministry salt lake city by the author 1938 p 61 on arrival in Di ahman
this group was told
brethren your long and tedious journey is now ended
you are now on the public square of adam ondi ahman this is the place
where adam blessed his posterity when they arose up and called him michael
the prince the archangel and he being full of the holy ghost predicted what
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THE ALTAR TOWER QUESTION

in the course of his labors in northern missouri the prophet joseph made several visits into the grand river country As
noted the first such visit was a rather extended trip for the
purpose of laying off a stake and making locations and
laying claim to lands to facilitate the gathering of the saints
under date of saturday 19 may 1838 the second day
of the journey the prophet writes

this

morning we struck our tents and formed a line of
march crossing grand river at the mouth of honey creek
we pursued our course up the river
and nelsons
sons ferry
Nel
belsons
mostly through timber for about eighteen miles when we
arrived at colonel lyman wight s home he lives at the
foot of tower hill a name 1I gave the place in consequence
of the remains of an old nephite altar or tower that stood
there where we camped for the sabbath 45

one could devoutly wish that the prophet had told us more
about this old nephite altar or tower since it has given rise
to some controversy left as it is was it really of nephite origin
history of the church records or was it an adamic
41
them46
altar as others have maintained the prophet told them
or were our sources referring to two altars instead of one if
so why did the prophet mention only one while people report
his speaking of another even if these and like questions cannot be given final answers in this article the evidence at least
as the

can be examined
the easiest and most logical explanation would appear to
17
be that of two altars 47
this view has recently been challenged
should befall his posterity to the latest generation
HC 3148 this
was the first of two kirtland camps the latter arriving in adam ondi ahman
late in the month of october
HC 33435
334 35
A careful check of the earliest printed account of the history of joseph smith
which carries this incident concerning the identification of an
old nephite altar or tower is identical with that found in HC see
millennial star liverpool F D RI
richards 1854 16152 As the result of
a conversation with earl olsen church archivist it was discovered that there
is no original journal of the prophet joseph smith for 1838 the original manuscript history of the church also carries the same terminology however
the error if it is one then is of long standing the reorganized church of
jesus christ of latter day saints appears to place little credence in joseph
smith s mention of the altar which they say he speculatively referred to
as an old nephite altar
charles A davies question time independence
herald house 1967 2167178
2167 178
on the basis of a preliminary survey of hhistorical
Ist orical evidence made in the
course of writing a doctoral dissertation this was the view the present writer
adopted see gentry A history of the latter day saints
pp
ap 237241
237 241
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by at least one LDS scholar 48 however and it is to be expected
that others will also wish to take a serious look at the question
it is important to know that there are two hills or ridges
separated by a small valley in the area encompassed by adam

ondi ahman 49 tower hill where joseph smith located the
nephite altar or tower is one of these the small valley connects with the larger valley to form an interesting semicircle
in the words of B H roberts

north of the ridge on which the ruins of the nephite
altar were found and running parallel with it is another
ridge separated from the first by a depression varying in
width from fifty to a hundred yards this small valley with
the larger one through which flows the grand river is the
10
ondl ahman 50
valley of adam ondi

the

ridge on the north was first visited by the prophet joseph
and his company on 19 may 1838 on the afternoon of the
same day that tower hill was named of this visit the prophet wrote
in the afternoon 1I went up the niver
river about half a mile
ie from lyman wight s house to wights ferry accompanied by president rigdon and my clerk george W robinson for the purpose of selecting and laying claim to a city
plat near said ferry in daviess county township 60 ranges
27 and 28 and sections 25 36 31 and 30 which the
brethren called spring hill but by the mouth of the
lord it was named adam ondi ahman because said he
it is the place where adam shall come to visit his people or
the ancient of days shall sit as spoken of by daniel the
prophet 51

the

account of the discovery of adam s altar is quite
different from that for the nephite altar or tower abraham
0 smoot a member of the survey team for adam ondi ahman
is quoted as having said that joseph smith was not present
when adam s altar was discovered

wa
thorf an history
ttorf
cai
cal
w1
wittorf
historical
historl

investigation

p 6

As originally laid out by alanson ripley the city plat of adam ondi
ahman included both ridges the small valley between them and the larger
valley to the south in other words all the land from spring hill on the
north to the grand river on the south see A map of adam ond
ondl i ahman
ondi

mo

50hc
HC 340
511511bid
ali
ibid p 35 much of this is the identical area laid out for joseph smith
bid
and sidney rigdon as formerly noted see pp
ap 555
557 above much of this land
555557
has been recently acquired by the church see dyer the refinery
Re
ap
fire pp
refiners
finers
see
176 177
also note 34 above
176177
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president smoot said that he and alanson ripley while
surveying at the town ie adam ondi ahman which was
about 22 miles from jackson county missouri came across
a stone wall in the midst of a dense forest of underbrush
the wall was 30 feet long 3 feet thick and 4 feet high
it was laid in mortar or cement when joseph visited the
place and examined the wall he said it was the remains of
an altar built by father adam and upon which he offered
sacrifices after he was driven from the garden of eden
he said that the garden of eden was located in jackson
county missouri the whole town of adam ondi ahman
was in the midst of a thick and heavy forest of timber and
the place was named in honor of adams altar the prophet explained that it was upon this altar where adam blessed
his sons and his posterity prior to his death 52

analysis of the foregoing report leads to the following con1
clusions
the stone wall not a tower was credited by
the prophet to father adam not the nephites
Nep hites 2 there was
an apparent construction an actual stone wall whose constituent parts were seemingly laid in mortar or cement
3
the wall had measurable dimensions 4 the wall or altar
midst of a dense forest of underbrush
5 adam
was in the midstof
ondi ahman or spring hill received its name in honor of
adam s altar
still another factor lends credence to the conclusion that
there were two altars rather than one the altar pointed out
and named by joseph smith as a nephite altar was apparently
discovered on 19 may 1838 smoot did not arrive at adam
ondi ahman until 20 june 1838 hence his discovery with
ripley must have been subsequent to that time 53 there is a
second report from smoot however which presents some difficulty it purports to be a question and answer conversation
between president john taylor and abraham 0 smoot at the
latter s home in provo on 4 december 1881
question by president taylor brother smoot did you
see on the top of a hill in a place called adam ondi ahman
the remains of what joseph smith said had been an altar
built by adam upon which he offered sacrifice
ans yes sir I1 first saw it in 1837 and the spring of
matthias F cowley wilford woodruff history of his life and labors
salt lake city deseret news 1909
545 546 the statement about
pp
ap 545546
adam ondi ahman being 22 miles from jackson county is an obvious error
see C elliott berlin abraham owen smoot pioneer mormon leader
master s thesis brigham young university 1955 p 23
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1838 when assisting to survey the town called by that
name
quest what was the condition of the stones of which the
altar had been built
ans 1I remember well the stones which lay scattered
around looked as though they had been torn from a wall
quest yes my remembrance is too that the stones
were scattered as you say they were having no particular
form except in one place you remarked that you helped to
make the survey and prior to this particular conversation
you told me that you assisted in making an excavation
ans yes sir 1I helped to excavate around the base of
the altar some 2 to 3 feet and from 6 to 8 feet in
length which was sufficient to thoroughly satisfy us that
the foundation of the wall was still there
quest did you examine the wall further at any later

period

ans

no

sir but we intended to do so after the war
or as some called it the mormon war was over the opportunity
port unity however to do so did not present itself afterwards
quest do you know the name of the hill where the
altar was
ans 1I do not recollect that 1I will say that 1I heard
joseph say that it was the remains of an altar built by
adam and that he offeredd sacrifice on it and called his
family and blessed them there
quest that was on the point of the hill that formed
a curvature
ans yes sir and that point commanded a beautiful
view of the country 54

in this instance the wall or altar is described as having
no particular form except in one place and the stones which
looked as if they had been torn from a wall also lay scattered around
in addition some excavation work was apparently undertaken to determine if the wall had a foundation
note the distinctions between the two accounts helpful information to aid in the solving of the dilemma comes from
john lyman smith the son of john smith president of the
adam ondi ahman stake
in 1838 my father moved to davis

county missouri where we assisted in building adam ondi ahman
our house built of logs was located in a point of timber
near the edge of the prairie A few hundred yards from
our door toward grand river the ground seems to have
As cited in dyer
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dropped off from twenty to thirty feet leaving a line of
almost perpendicular rocks for two or three miles running nearly parallel with the river
about a quarter of a mile down the road toward the
river crossing three or four rods to the left of the road was
a copse of trees and bushes in the center of which was a
raised stone work which showed marks of fire coal etc
the falling of the leaves and blowing in of sand and dust had
rounded this knell until it was some feet above the road this
place was where the prophet joseph said adam offered sacrifices and blessed his children 1I looked upon this as a sacred
spot and often used to hide there when strangers passed
15
along the road 55

here we may

see the reason for the excavation work at least

the raised stone work was covered with leaves
once again since the
and blowing in of sand and dust
lots nearest to the temple lot were the property of the high
priests and dignitaries of the church and since john smith
was the stake president it would seem that his home would
be located near the town square the altar was a quarter
of a mile down the road rather than on top of tower hill
where the nephite altar was found 56
evidence from several quarters strengthens the two altar
concept heber C kimball in fact speaks of three altars of
a three tiered altar as having been used by adam
stone
rather than one he said

in part

11

the

prophet joseph called upon brother brigham myself
and others saying brethren come go long with me and I1
will show you something he led us a short distance from
the place where the temple plat had been dedicated to a
place where were the ruins of three altars built of stone
one above the other and one standing a little back of the
john lyman smith diary 18391888
1839 1888 special collections library brigham young university provo utah pp
ap 1 2
see page 564 above it is not known presicely
pre sicely where the temple lot
stood but it is quite likely that it was not on tower hill since the map or
survey by alanson ripley puts the town square some mile or more from the
grand river heber C kimball states
while there ie at adam ondi
ahman we laid out a city on a high elevated piece of land and set stakes
for the four comers of a temple block which was dedicated brother brigham
being mouth there were from three to five hundred men present on the occasion under arms this elevated spot was probably from 250
500 feet above
250500
the level of the grand river so that one could look east west north or south
as far as the eye could reach it was one of the most beautiful places I1 ever
orson F whitney life of heber C kimball salt lake city
beheld
juvenile instructor office 1888 pp
ap 222
223 the elevation of the northern
222223
ridge exceeds that of tower hill by some twenty
five feet when their highest
twentyfive
points are compared there is an even higher point than that to the east
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other like unto pulpits in the kirtland temple representing
the order of three grades of priesthood there said joseph
is the place where adam offered up sacrifice after he was
cast out of the garden
the altar stood at the highest
point of the bluff 1I went and examined the place several
times while I1 remained there 57

oliver B huntington just a lad at the time he lived at adam
ondi ahman recalled the following concerning the wall in
later years

that

wall of rock that was in sight and rising above the
ground about thirteen inches was laid as accurately as any
wall nowadays and was five or six feet long one end
showed the corner and end wall enough to prove that it
ran back into the hill the other end of the wall was
covered with earth and 1I do not know that the visible end
was the real end dirt had naturally washed and worn
down so as to cover the body of the altar
one day while sitting on the wall and devoutly thinking
of the use that had been made of that place 1I got a naturally
sharpened stick and dug into the earth that covered the altar
and found charcoal quite plentiful
perhaps these coals I1 thought were from wood burned
by father adam and perhaps that altar had been used by
men of god hundreds and thousands of years after him
1I felt sure however that the rocks were the identical
rocks that was sic placed there for joseph said that altar
was built by our father adam and there he offered sacrifice
the man who showed me the altar was with joseph when
he discovered it he said that within a rod or two of the
place joseph stepped quickly ahead of the little company
of men who were with him and standing upon the altar
told them what use had been made of that spot and who
built it
the rocks that were visible showed indisputable signs of
having been burned with fire 1I have hunted for rocks
around there of that kind but found none there were
plenty of other kinds not far distant
my fathers house stood about two hundred and fifty
yards from that altar on the bottom land of grand river
in the valley of adam ondi ahman 58
ibid p 22 italics added this then is a three tiered altar rather than
three separate altars see altar drawings and discussion in lauritz G peterson s
the kirtland temple BYU studies vol 12 no 4 summer 1972 pp
ap
400 409
400409
oliver B huntington adams altar and tower juvenile instructor
george Q cannon ed 30700701
30700 701
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the nephite altar

or tower should it have a separate existence from that denominated as adam s altar seems never to
have attained the significance that the latter did it may even
be that some of the brethren in time or perhaps from the first
confused the two because many of the accounts were written
years later from memory A possibility is that the altar on
tower hill faded
laded into graceful oblivion with the discovery of
adam s altar on spring hill in any case there is a problem
of identity precisely because various accounts of eye
witnesses
eyewitnesses
differ so radically from each other the following from benjamin F johnson on whose city lot the altar of adam is said
to have reposed will show what is meant 59

the

idea is being taken by some
that the altar constructed
struc ted by adam is still standing in a fair state of preservation such a statement would be very misleading for there
are those still living who in 1838 were familiar with the
city seat of adam ondi ahman as surveyed by bishop alanson ripley who as agent recorded upon the city plat the
names of those to whom lots were given and 1I well know
to whom was given the lot at the top of the hill on which
was scattered the many different sized stones some of which
had been burned all partly buried and while there appeared a center from which they were scattered yet no one
stone remained laid upon another to show the form and
size of the altar this was before the identical place with
the rock of the altar had been pointed out by the prophet
joseph 60

at

this point then we are confronted with some very inter1
esting discrepancies
the altar spoken of by johnson was
says johnson
on our arrival at diahman
dichman late in october 18381
1838
1858 our

camp was pitched upon the town plat which had just been surveyed by d irect
rection
on of the prophet and of course each one was anxious to obtain the most
eligible or first choice of lots As 1I was young and unmarried my choice
would come near the last under the rule of oldest served first so when it was
my choice 1I found 1I must take the top lot on the promontory overlooking
the grand river valley or go farther away and lower down than 1I wished
so 1I chose the upper which at first appeared rocky but which made
to
the other lots appear almost enviable when after a few days the prophet
accompanied us to this spot and pointed out those rocks as the7
thea
the ones of which
adam built an altar and offered sacrifice upon this
th s spot when they called
him michael and where he will again sit as the ancient of days then I1 was
not envious of anyone s choice for a city lot in adam ondi ahman johnson
my lifes review pp
ap 35
36
3536
letter of benjamin F johnson to the deseret evening news 5 november 1895 and published 9 november 1895 johnson speaks approvingly of
elder E stevenson s report in the news of 24 september 1895 stevenson
writes under date of 16 september from adam ondi ahman that the altar is
erected on the highest point hereabouts
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2 the many different
on the lot at the top of the hill
3
sized stones were somewhat burned all partly buried
not one stone remained laid upon another to show the form
4 such was the case before the identiand size of the altar
cal place with the rock of the altar was pointed out by the
prophet joseph 61
A somewhat similar report does not help clarify the picture
on the contrary the following from chapman duncan only
casts a greater mist over the problem
11

think the next day sometime near the end of october
he ie joseph smith said to those present hyrum smith
bishop vincent sic knight myself and two or three
others get me a spade and 1I will show you the altar that
adam offered sacrifice on 1I believe that was the only time
joseph was in diamon sic 62 went about forty rods north
of my house he placed the shovel with care placed his
foot on it when he took out a shovelful of dirt it barred
the stone on the upper side nearly a foot deep the dirt
was two inches deep on the stone I1 reckon about four
feet or more was disclosed
he did not dig to the bottom
of the 3 layer of good masonry well put up wall the stones
looked like dressed stone nice joints ten inches thick 18
inches long or more came back down the slope perhaps 15
rods on the level the prophet stopped and remarked this
place where we stood was the place where adam gathered
his posterity and blessed them and predicted what should
come to pass to the latest generation 63
1I

according to this report the entire work was underground
also but the masonry was composed of 3 layers of good
masonry well put up
how can either of the foregoing be
reconciled with the following from B H roberts without
postulating the existence of two distinct altars
on the brow of the bluff stood the old stone altar which
the brethren found there when it was first discovered according to those who visited it frequently it was about sixteen feet long by nine or ten feet wide having its greatest
johnson arrived in diahman
dichman after october 20 probably about the 22
or 23 just about a week before the so called mormon war broke out in
grand river country see johnson my lifes redie
pp
ap 3536
redlew
review
35 36
revie
redle
wee know that the prophet was in diahman
dichman as early as may probably
before duncan arrived
chapman duncan autobiography of chapman duncan special collections library brigham young university provo utah unpaged duncans reference to dressed stone is vastly different from huntington s insistence that
there were no tool marks on the altar stones he visited juvenile instructor
30700
30700
50700
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extent north or south the height of the altar as the brethren
found it was some two and a half feet at each end but gradually rising higher to the center which was between four
and five feet high the whole surface being crowning 64

it must be admitted that the evidence thus far examined
suggests two altar sites attempts to explain away the apparent discrepancy among the accounts as being merely the difference between a pile of stones on the one hand and a wall
or stonework on the other the former on top of the hill
and the other further down the hillside merely obfuscate the
question 65 for they do not reconcile the many other conflicting
differences observed in addition to the location problem
would not those who were familiar with the pile of stones
have also been familiar with the fact that a standing altar in
a fair state of preservation enough to be recognized at least
was located a short distance away how about the reference
to buried stones on the one hand requiring a shovel to
uncover and a rising set or tier of altars on the other what
about the references to a nephite altar or tower in one
instance and adam s altar on the other
perhaps the following from oliver huntington is the key
to the problem huntington appears to distinguish between
the altar and a tower after speaking of the altar at length
he writes

after joseph the seer had stood upon that memorable
spot ie where the altar stood and told his brethren

many things that had taken place there and in the valley just
below while adam dwelt in that locality they traveled on
up into the prairie beyond about half a mile or between a
quarter and a half of a mile just in the edge of a grove of
timber they came to a little elevated spot of earth like a
knoll or slight hill the earth of which was thickly dotted
with cobble stones
here the prophet and seer said adam built a tower
from the top of which he could see all the surrounding
country and this knoll is formed of its remains
my father s house stood about two hundred and fifty
yards from that altar on the bottom land of grand river
in the valley of adam ondi ahman
when alanson ripley surveyed a part of the farming
13
H roberts the missouri persecutions salt lake city george Q
cannon and sons 1900 p 189 roberts visited the area on at least one occasion
caslon
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land around the settlement I1 was flagman and the spot of
ground designated as the place of adams tower came within
that survey 66

thus

we have a new dimension added to the puzzle for the
farming land it will be remembered was on the outskirts of
the city plat of two miles square 67 the confusion appears to
come from the fact that both an altar and a tower of adam
were found in the vicinity
small wonder that oliver B huntington expressed a belief on one occasion that edward stevenson formerly a resident also of adam ondi ahman and later a visitor to the area 68
had not found the true adams
adams altar stevenson s description clearly places the altar he visited on tower hill according to an associate of huntington the altar with which the
latter was familiar was not on top of the hill but a few yards
below perhaps 50 yards 69 in setting forth his belief in his
private journal that stevenson did not find the true adam s
altar huntington wrote
11

the

ath 1899 1I stayed with
night of october 4th
elder arnold reiser in 6th
ath ward salt lake city he was the
missionary in missouri that 1I wrote to about the altar of
dishmon sic and through my request while on
adam on diahmon
his mission he visited diahman
dichman again and searched according
to my minute directions and found remains of the wall of
the altar which wall however had been torn down to a level
or nearly level with the ground probably by cattle as it
was in a pasture so he proved that which 1I told elder edw

juvenile instructor 30701 italics added
see p 561 above
stevenson made a visit to the area in 1895 and wrote a description of the
same which was printed in the deseret evening news on 24 september 1895
under the caption adam ondi ahman
stevenson also visited the area with
andrew jenson in 1888 jenson s report will be found in the autobiography
of andrew jenson salt lake city deseret news press 1938
p 162
another account by stevenson which like the abovementioned
above mentioned altar on tower
hill will be found in joseph grant stevenson the stevenson family history provo by the author 1955 463
arnold auer reiser missionary journal as cited by wittorf an
historical investigation
p 6 roberts however speaks of the altar as
standing on the crown of the hill
adam ondi ahman the contributor
7314 1886 andrew jenson states that the altar was located on the top
of what is supposed to be the highest point in the neighborhood
autobiography
raphy p 162 benjamin F johnson states that the altar was located on his
og
personal property on the lot at the top of the hill
deseret evening
news 9 november 1895 edward stevenson states that the altar is erected
on the highest point hereabouts
deseret evening news 24 september 1895
heber C kimball says that the altar stood at the highest point on the bluff
whitney heber C kimball p 223
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ward stevenson viz that he did not find the true adams
altar as he had published 70

the

fact that the prophet s records make reference only
to a nephite altar or tower is difficult to explain if there
were but one altar the prophetmight
prophet might have meant to teach
that although the structure was built by adam nephites
Nep hites at
a later time made use of the same for their own purposes 71
Nep hites
latter day saints have long believed that the ancient nephites
penetrated into the area now embraced by the united states
of america 772 and zera pulsipher onetime
one time resident of adam
ondi ahman even held that the saints supposed that there
had been an ancient city of the nephites
Nep hites at spring hill tower
73
vicinity
and
hill
the case for the two altar theory at this
point at least appears plausible perhaps the second structure
was a tower as huntington states
residents of adam ondi ahman have been known to tell
an entirely different tale regarding the altar or rather the pile
of stones which were said to have formed the same according
to some accounts the site marked the grave of father adam
according to another gold was buried there by the saints prior
to their rapid departure from the state of missouri 74 the fact
diary of oliver boardman huntington special collections library
an histbrigham young university 130
32 35 439 as cited by wittorf
13032
orical investigation p 6
we note for example huntington s statement that perhaps that altar
had been used by men of god hundreds and thousands of years after him
ie adam juvenile instructor 30700
latter day saints have long believed that at least some of the Nep
hites
nephites
found their way into north america in the days of zion s camp the
brethren discovered the skeleton of a white lamanite whose name was

zelph a good man who served under the great chief omandagus
Omand agus see the
historical record 7581 orson pratt was fond of pointing out evidence of
nephite meanderings during the so called mound building period on this
continent journal of discourses 13131 and 14296298
14296 298 brigham young
is quoted as having said that moron
moroni dedicated the site for the manti temple
see whitney heber C kimball p 447
history and life of zera pulsipher by himself p 12 special collections library brigham young university provo utah
among those who held to this view were hunt history of daviess
county p 164 and joseph mcgee missouri historical review 20342 see
also heman C smith ed history of the reorganized church of jesus christ
of latter day saints 2111 and the gallatin democrat 491
the people in
and around diahman
dichman have peculiar views regarding the belief of the latter
day saints in connection with this ancient altar it is the prevailing belief
based on untruthful statements in the history of davies sic county that the
mormons
cormons taught that the altar was adam s grave one country editor near the
place when told of the error and requested to correct the same through his
paper replied
what you will not take our grave from us will you
the people have been taught it was the grave and fear it would lose its atsome of the waste places of zion
tr
tractiveness
if the correction were made
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that the saints did some digging in this area may have lent
some credence to these suppositions at any rate the non
mormons
cormons
Mor mons to satisfy their cu rosity also did some digging which
work had the effect of breaking down what remained of the
altar As a result of their visit to diahman
dichman in 1888 andrew
jenson and party reported

the

mound of ruins of the ancient altar on the top of
ondl ahman hill measures 36 feet in diameter A
the adam
adain ondi
large number of rock fragments which no doubt were once
largenumber
part of the altar lie scattered all around 75

it would appear

then that the evidence still suggests the
existence of more than one altar or at least one altar and a
tower admittedly the various classifications represent an
individual judgment and are certainly open to challenge the
following chart is a summation of the evidence on which this
71
76
based76
conclusion is based
area of difference
2

origin
condition

3

size

1

4 description

altar A
lnephite or adamic
2 no one stone on another in 1838 to show
size or form

3

stones

scattered to
circle of 30 feet in
diameter

4 good masonry work
dressed stone nice
ten inches
joints
thick 18 inches or
more long
stones
of different sizes
and apparently native
to the area some

altar
1

B

adamic

some stones scattered
but altar standing in
recognizable form when
discovered having measurable dimensions
3 five or six feet long
another account says 16
feet long by 9 or 10
212
feet wide
213 feet
at each end but gradually rising in the center
4 untooled stones but
laid accurately as any
wall nowadays in actual mortar or cement no
stones like them in the
area stones partly burned and many exposed
above ground 3 altars
2

they appear today special correspondence from caldwell county mo
23 august 1904 as printed in the deseret semiweekly
semi weekly news 6 october 1904
p 8
report of andrew jenson et al deseret news 10 september 1904
classifications
canions are artl
classifl
facial
artificial
ficial since the so called nephite altar loclassifl cations
the classify
arti
cated on tower HI
hill11 has never been called by that name except by joseph
as

751

smith therefore it has been necessary for the writer to judge from the
various descriptions which was altar A and which altar B
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location

5

partly burned and
most if not all buried
first stone bared by
smith at
joseph
nearly a foot deep
on top of the hill

6 excavation

6

yes

5

7

approximate 7 may 18 1838 with
joseph smith present
date of
discovery
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in rising tiers representing 3 orders of the
priesthood

on

5

about
a quarter of a mile down
the road but also on
the highest point of
the bluff in the midst
of dense forest or underbrush
derbrush
perhaps a
tower on the prairie

6
7

yes

a sidehill

after

june 1838
with joseph smith not
20

present

24

